fall of rome

rome collapsed on it own wait, because of corruption and un lawful ways of getting money

by third century rome was suffering a cash flow problem

to expensive to keep empire
people leave

barbarians are on border
ex-members of roman army
many generations of trading created german people in origin
had a naval force
sacked rome in 455
all systems fell
when the empire feed, he was killed by his people.
the king of the barbarians did not want the city of rome, they wanted money to stay alive

each empire felt like it was going to last for ever, but it fell
becomes a system of warlords

colosseum

located in the centre of rome

east of the roman forum

construction started in 70 ad and took 10 years to build

Dimensions all ft
height:157
Circumference:17988
length:629
width:513

4 main floors